Memo #: 28 – Addition of Disease Site and/or Histology at Subject Consented

To: All CRC’s, CRA’s, Research Managers
From: System Administrator
Effective Date: November 15, 2016

Purpose: Increasingly report requests are requiring disease sites/histologies prior to a subject going on-study in order to determine how many subjects of certain disease sites are not continuing forward to enroll. Therefore, in order to accurately track subjects by disease sites and/or histology, the addition of disease site for solid tumors and histologies for liquid tumors will now be required at the time of consent, and entered into the On-Study tab.

Notes: After entering the Consent Date on the Consent tab, navigate to the On-Study tab and enter in only the Disease Site and/or Histology in the On-Study tab, Oncology group and Study Site will automatically be entered by OnCore. Please note that an error message will pop up: “Warning: Eligibility verification is not done for the subject.” The data can still be entered so this message can be ignored.